
A REMARK ON FINITE GROUPS1

I. N. HERSTEIN

In this paper we prove a theorem about finite groups which, al-

though it is natural and its proof rather simple, seems to be new and

nonexistent in the lierature.

The object of this note is to prove the following

Theorem. Let G be a finite group, A an Abelian subgroup of G. If

A is a maximal subgroup of G then G is solvable.

If G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of G then we say that

II is a Frobenius subgroup of G if xHx~ir\H^ (1) if and only if xCH.

Concerning such Frobenius subgroups there is a celebrated theo-

rem due to Frobenius [l] which asserts: let T={aCG\aCxHx~x

all xCG or a = 1}; then T is a normal subgroup of G. We call it the

complementary subgroup of H.

Suppose now that a finite group G has an automorphism <p leaving

only 1 fixed. Thus the elements x~1<p(x) are all distinct as x ranges

over G, so they must fill out all of G. Let p be a prime which divides

the order of G and let Sp be a ^-Sylow subgroup of G. Then <j>(Sp) is

also a £-Sylow subgroup of G and so 4>(SP) = ySpy~l for some yCG.

Pick xCG so that y_1 = x~l<p(x). Then as can immediately be verified,

0(x5j,x_1) = xSpx~l. That is, for each prime p there is a p-Sylow sub-

group Sp, say, of G left set-wise invariant by <p. We claim that Sp is

unique in this regard. For if N(SP) = {xCG\xSpx~1 = Sp} then it is

clear that <p(N(Sp)) =N(Sp). Since N(SP) is invariant under <p, <p in-

duces an automorphism on N(SP) leaving only 1 fixed, whence every

element in N(SP) can be written in the form n~l<j>(n) with nCN(Sp).

Thus if a~1<p(a)CN(Sp), then a~l<p(a) =n~1d>(n) ior some nCN and

so a = n from which, of course, we have that aCN. Now suppose

(p(Sp) =SP and <p(Sp') =SP' for some other ^-Sylow subgroup. Since

Sp = aSpa~1 for some a C G, aSpa~l = Sp = <p(Sp) = (f>(aSpa~1)

=<p(a)Sp<p(a)-1, leading to a-1<p(a)CN(Sp), and so aCN(Sp) and

finally to Sp' =aSpa~1 = Sp. Thus Sp is indeed unique with respect to

being left invariant by <f>.

If \p is an automorphism of G which commutes with (p then since

<f>(Sp)=Sp, <p^(Sp) =xpq>(Sp) =\f/(Sp), and so, since \[/(Sp) is a £-Sylow

subgroup left fixed by <p, ip(Sp) =SP. Thus if 21 is an Abelian group of
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automorphisms of G where every automorphism in SI acts on G in a

manner leaving only 1 fixed then there is a unique £>-Sylow subgroup,

for each prime p, of G left invariant by all the elements of 21.

We summarize all this into the

Lemma. Let 21 be an Abelian group of automorphisms acting on the

finite group G so that for every </>£2I whenever (p(x)=x then x = l. Then

for every prime p dividing the order of G there is a unique p-Sylow sub-

group of G which is taken into itself by all the elements of 21.

We are now ready to proceed with the proof of the theorem.

Proof of the Theorem. We proceed by induction over the order

of G. If N(A) = [xEG\xAx~1EA } is different from A, since it is a

subgroup of G and contains A, by the maximality of A we would be

lead to N(A) =G. But then A is a normal subgroup of G. Since A is

maximal in G, G/A has no nontrivial subgroups so must be of prime

order, hence cyclic and so solvable. Since A is Abelian and thus

solvable and since G/A is solvable this all results in the solvability

of G.
If, on the other hand, N(A) =A consider W = xAx~ir\A for xEA.

If PF?^(1) let wt^IEW. Consider Z(w) = [xEG\xw = wx\. Z(w) is a

subgroup of G and since A is Abelian and wEA, it contains A ; since

wExAx^1, Z(w) also contains xAx-1 which is different from A since

xEA =N(A). Thus Z(w) =G, and so w is in the center of G. The sub-

group (w) generated by w is normal in G and is contained in A. By

our induction, then, G/(w) is solvable and since (w) also is, it follows

that G is solvable.

We are left with only one possibility to consider, namely the situa-

tion where N(A) =A and where xAx~1C\A = (1) if xEA. Thus A is

a Frobenius subgroup of G. Let T be the complementary subgroup

of A in G. Since T is normal in G for all aEA, aTa~1== T. Thus each

aEA induces an automorphism r0 on T. We claim that for a7£1,

Ta(t)=t for tET forces t = l. For if Ta(t)=t then ata~1 = t and so

t~1at = aEAC\t-1At = (l) if tEA. Thus t = l follows. Thus by our
lemma there is a £>-Sylow subgroup Sp of T left fixed by every t„ for

aEA. That is, aSpa~1 = Sp for all aEA. Hence N(SP)Z)A, and it

contains SP(X.A. So N(SP)=G whence Sp is normal in 67. We claim

Sp= T. For, since Sp is normal in G, ASP is a subgroup of G and con-

tains A properly. So ASP = G. Thus if tET, t = as with aEA,

sESPET. But then a^ts^ETf^A = (1) from which we have that

t = s and so T = SP. Since G/T is isomorphic to A which is solvable

(Abelian) and T = SP is nilpotent, G must be solvable.

The following corollary is an extension of an unpublished result of
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Kaplansky and the present author.

Corollary to the Theorem. Let G = ABA be a finite group where

A is an Abelian subgroup, B a subgroup of prime order. Then G is

solvable.

Proof. Suppose A is not a maximal subgroup of G. Then it is con-

tained in a subgroup C^G, Ct^A. Thus there is an x = aibka2, with

6*5^1, in C where ai, a2CA and where b generates B. Since CZ)A we

get that bkCC, and so bCC since b is of prime order. Since CZ)A and

CZ)B, CZ)ABA =G, a contradiction. Consequently A is a maximal

subgroup of G and the result is immediate from our theorem.
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